Health and wellbeing
Meditation
Sound maps
Beach Clean
Cooking outdoors
Mindfulness
Foraging
Gardening
Creating worry dolls using natural resources
Litter pick
Cloud gazing
Scavenger hunts
Sampling techniques
Paddle pick up: canoe litter pick on canal
Teambuilding
Bug hotels
Sensory
Art using found natural materials.
Tree climbing
Growing our own veg
Den building
Creating a pond
School allotment
Emotional check in
Creating an orchard
Old railway line walk way clean
Bird feeders
Climbing
Sensory poems: I see, I hear etc
Parkour
Problem solving
Campfire to share stories and worries
Nature writing
Reading time
Developing school grounds
Building fairy houses
Smores
Orienteering
Greenhouse made from plastic bottles
Willow
Bird watching
Planting trees
Tree identifying
Cooking with produce the children have grown
Dance
Creating tunnels with willow
Leaf rubbings
Mud play
Care

STEM
Shape work
Building
Loose part play
Den building
Nature survey
Measureing height & width of a tree
Measuring
Perfume making
Raft building
Water play
Constructing bug hotels
Directionality
Bridge building
Rocket Launch
Angles
Estimating
Making natural dyes
Scavenger hunts
Rainfall measurement
Loose part problem solving
Position and movement
Puddles evaporation
Building obstacle courses
Mini Beasts- Invertebrates
Morse code
Symmetry in nature
Multiplication
Measure new gardening plot
Area perimeter
Building a bird table
Patterns in nature
Observing wildlife
Number bonds
Pioneering
Creating an outdoor classroom seating space
Weather
Exploring textures
Planting
Photosynthesis
Water cycle work
Shadows
Design a garden
Symmetry hunt
Design a habitat for an animal
Transient art
Mapping
Perimeter and area
Orienteering

Literacy
Stories
Reading
Helicopter stories
Chalk writing
Story telling
Poet-tree
Scene setting
Story stones
Story sticks
Going on a Bear hunt
Poetry
Mini explorers
Senses poetry
Active spelling
Going on a bear walk
Rhyming work
Mark making
Drama
Haiku poems
Spelling
Sight words and sounds with sticks and branches
Creating fairy gardens and stories
Water and paintbrush
Reflective writing
Inspiration boards
Eye spy
Story spoons
Adjectives work
Oral Storytelling
Experiences for writing stimulus
Space for performing plays
Seasonal writing
Stick characters
Descriptive language
Listening and talking
Retelling stories
Make your own characters
Story walks
Walk and talk
Ghost stories outside
Nature discussions
Soundscapes
Writing
Wolf brother
Imaginative discussion
Developing grip /prewriting
Cloud stories
Description bubbles

Loose part play
Growth
Empathy
Kite, kart building
Creating friendship areas
Aet
Creating a safe environment
Design poo bag dispenser
Bug Hunt
Floating / buoyancy / volume
Symmetry
Water sampling
Minibeasts
Birds eye view
Walks
Lifecycles of mini beast
Sit Spots
Multiplication table using palmate leaves
Yoga
Construction
Measure your heart rate before and after
Hibernation investigations
Planting meadows
Worm farm
Games
Designing and building sand sculptures
Hide and seek!
Programming/giving instructions
Forest bathing
Traffic surveys
Team games
Rain collecting
Lie down and listen to noises/ look at the clouds/ ask wonders
Tally
OUTDOOR STAGE WITH CHILDREN DOING A WEE SHOW
Building and making videos with pictures of steps
Team building: e.g. blind fold challenge
Animals
Breathing activities
Exploring nature
Hammock
Counting, sorting
Skills development
Weather monitoring
Stay and listen a while
Bird watching and recording - data recording
Sketching
Obstacle courses
Marshmallows
Tally marks and graphs
Observing nature
Shape, colour
Playing in the park
For cone Christmas trees
nature collages
Guddling
Tree hugging
Wind power
Connecting with families
Food chains
reading outdoors
Making/flying plane models
WHATS THE TIME MR WOLF
Good chains
Digging
Transect lines
Listening to birdsong
Soil painting
Journaling outdoors
Measuring speed of sound
Just being outside!
Charts and graphs
Mandalas
Recycling
Singing
Upcycling
Transient art
Shake a tree
Rain walking
Senses walk
Woodland link to changes in the body as you grow
Pulleys
Surveys
Puddles
Textures
Weather measurement
Smells
Fractions
Walk in bare feet
Measuring space of the area
Being still
Building a nest
Birdwatching
BSBW
Photosynthesis
Info handling
Edible fruits and berries
Spectrum of colours
Jumping in puddles
Food webs

Instructions
Posters
QR code literacy activities
Magic spells
Alliteration
Similes
Animal factfile
Role play
Onomatopoeia
Memory games
Writing recipes
Adjectives
Diary / reflections
Spelling with nature objects
Inspiration for writing
Recording nature study findings
Group storytelling
Feel things and describe them
Factfiles
finish the story - team effort
Signs, stick writing in the dirt
A-Z of nature
Drama- animal moves
Characterisation
Design sheet/ plans
Language development
Reading up on flowers, plants etc
Outdoor spelling practice
Linking to books
Singing
Collecting words and feelings
Alphabet scavenger hunt
Using nature to write (ie stones)
Painting sentences, paint on stones, doing surveys by pupils
Acting out stories
Emotional literacy in the outdoors - pupil more relaxed
Interviews
Mud creatures
Instructional writing
Puppets made from flowers leaves
Song writing
Outdoor phonics
Story of a raindrops journey
Prose
Report writing
Punctuation hunt
Lyrics
Write with water
Letter formation using natural resources
Read under a tree

Water cycle
Stars and planets
Relaxation
Art (STEAM)
Breathing fresh air
ID Keys
Positive relationship building activities
Forces moving vehicles
Observing wildlife and thinking about animals and how they
Building
live. raised beds, measurements,
Dancing
Weather charts
Developing an awareness and appreciation of the local area
Flower anatomy
Bushcraft
Woodwork
physical skills e.g. climbing, jumping,
Building wig wams
Discussion
Maze making
Making dream catchers
Data handling
Emotions story
Aquaduct
Veil of silence
Biodiversity
Qi gong
Weather science
Story telling
Treasure hunts
Sharing
Explore gravity
PE
Growing produce
Water art
Climate Science
Create texture board
Chain reaction machine
Silent walks
Parachutes gravity
Woodland workout
Melting in the sun
Worry sticks
Marble runs
Mindful walking
Mud kitchen
Pooh sticks
Keeping warm
Cold water activity - simply putting feet in the river
Recording weather
Storytelling
Experiments
Can you find something...
Guerilla gardening
Clay tree faces
Arrays for maths
Sardines
Habitat Audit
Risk taking
Measuring plant growth
Cycling
Negative numbers
Colour walk
Habitat creation
Self esteem activities
catapults
Shadows
classifying
Sound walks
make an outdoor clock
Find a rainbow
sustainability of forests
forest music making
Quadrats to look at distribution
Weather Predicting
Dendrochronology
Searching a rainbow
Graphing
Role Play
Photo
Solar ovens
Cloud observation
Sun dial making
Compass points
Place value
Coordinates
Light
Space
FORCES- physics
Shape and space

Chatter like a bird
Create a bird song
Public speaking
Advocate for nature
Read to the trees
Make a mini world and write about it
Functional writing of 'how to' guides
Paint alphabet rocks
Reading signs in the community
sand writing
Orienteering
Games
Oral literacy
Atmosphere
Describing what you see/hear/feel
Spelling words in twigs/ stones
Story of an object
Audio reports
Positional language
Create own Lost Words
Scots language for different things outside
Rhyming
Phonics Hunt with clues
Place name derivations
French
Developing gross motor skills
Lost words book
Acrostic poems
Victorian explorers - naming things as if you are seeing them for the first time then researching their actua
History talks / reflections
Make your own paintbrush
Wild words!
Words made by the children using their bodies
Poem to a tree
ID Guides
Analysing and describing bugs
What this tree has seen
TV advert promoting trees, within stick TV square
write with brushes and water, or chalk on paths
Persuasive writing about climate change - inspiration from local area
Latin names for plants and animal - Harry Potter spells!

Properties
ENERGY SOURCES
plant and animal survey
Greenhouse
Biodiversity, food chains & webs
spotting energy efficiency in the environment around your school.
Wind buggy
Engineering challenge
Jumping in puddles, cause and effect
Biodiversity bingo
Geocache
Community trails
Train like an astronaught
Egg drop challenge
Cleaning water
Weave a wall
Make a ladder
Water gauges
Design your own id keys
Making different scenes out of nature I.e. a Scottish scene, Icelandic scene
Opal - citizen science
Worm charming,id, measuring etc
Migration
Sweep netting in long grass
Butterflies and Moths identification

ng them for the first time then researching their actual names

from local area

